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Headrest

A fully adjustable headrest that can be easily attached 
/ removed from the chair.
Fits: A06, A06L, A08, A08L

Attendant Control Kit

With an Attendant Control Kit, your FreedomChair can 
be steered by a Carer/Attendant walking behind the 
chair. The thumbstick allows steering in all directions 
and the kit includes a pair of height-adjustable rear-
facing handles for stable control. This kit helps to 
lengthen the usable life of a FreedomChair should the 
user become less able to control the chair from the 
main front joystick. Fits: A06, A06L, A08, A08L

Cup Holder

A quality, adjustable cup holder. Handy for holding 
a cup / bottle and keeping one hand free. Fits to the 
armrest not used by the joystick.
2 versions: Specify for A06/A06L type or A08/A08L type

Seat Widening Kits

If the chair you prefer is within your user weight limit, 
but it feels a little snug between the armrests, a seat 
widening kit can be easily fitted to give you that bit of 
extra space. Available in two sizes, the kits can add 
a total of 60mm (2.5″) or 100mm (4″) between the 
armrests.
2 versions: Specify 3cm/side type or 5cm/side type
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Seat Elevation Kit

Working in a similar way to a rise and recline chair, the 
Seat Elevation Kit will comfortably raise or lower the 
user when leaving or entering the chair. The feature is 
simply operated by a long press on the speed increase 
+ button to raise the seat and lowering is by a long 
press on the speed decrease – button. The kit can be 
specified when ordering your chair and retro-fitted to 
recent A08 & A08L models.
Fits: A08, A08L

Watch Video

Trailer

The power of this FreedomChair is enough to not only 
move you along very capably, but it can also tow this 
handy trailer unit behind it. Rigidly connected with easy 
to fit spring-bolts, the trailer is equipped with swivel 
castors to make turning and reversing no problem at 
all. A useful accessory for carrying that shopping bag 
or a suitcase for example.
Fits: A08, A08L


